Abstract-Do users from Carnegie Mellon University form social communities on Facebook? In this paper, we focus on a task of detecting structure-correlated attributes on a graph. A structure-correlated attribute means that the node set activated by the attribute form a community in the graph. This task is relevant to many applications including identifying structurecorrelated attributes in social networks, special events in the urban traffic networks, unusual brain activity in the brain connectivity networks, and viruses in cyber-physical systems. To solve this task, we formulate a statistical hypothesis testing to decide if the given attribute activates a community in a graph with interfering by the Bernoulli noise. We propose two statistics: graph wavelet statistic and graph scan statistic. Both are shown to be efficient and statistically effective to detect activations. The intuition behind the proposed statistics is that we study the interaction between graph structure and the given attribute, that is, we denoise the attribute based on the graph structure and localize the underlying community in the graph. We then test the proposed hypothesis tests on simulated data to validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed methods. We further apply the proposed methods to two real-world applications: high air pollution detection and ranking attributes for community detection in a coauthorship network collected from IEEE Xplore. The experimental results show that the proposed graph wavelet statistic and graph scan statistic are effective and efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
The massive data being generated from various sources, including social networks, citation, biological, and physical infrastructures has inspired an emerging field of research on analyzing data supported on graphs [1] , [2] . This research is an interdisciplinary field involving a variety of scientific and engineering studies; for example, selecting the representative training data to improve semi-supervised learning with graphs; detecting communities in communication or social networks; ranking the most important websites on Internet; and detecting anomaly in sensor networks.
Graph signal processing is such a theoretical framework for the analysis of high-dimensional data with complex, nonregular structure [3] , [4] . The theory extends fundamental signal processing concepts, including signals, filters, Fourier transform, frequency response, low-and highpass filtering, from signals residing on regular lattices, which are studied by the classical signal processing theory, to data residing on general graphs. For example, a graph signal models the data value assigned on each node in a graph. Recent work involves sampling for graph signals [5] , [6] , [7] , recovery for graph signals [8] , [9] , represents for graph signals [10] , [11] , uncertainty principles on graphs [12] , [13] , graph dictionary construction [14] , semisupervised learning with graphs [15] , [16] , denoising [17] , [18] , community detection and clustering on graphs [19] , [20] , [21] , graph-based filter banks [17] , [22] and graph-based transforms [4] , [23] , [24] .
In this paper, we focus on a task of detecting structurecorrelated attributes on a graph when observed attributes are corrupted by noise. A structure-correlated attribute means that the nodes carrying this attribute form a community. We model an attribute by a binary graph signal: when a signal coefficient is one, the corresponding node is activated by the attribute, and when the activated nodes form a community, the graph signal contains a structure-correlated activation and the corresponding attribute is structure-correlated 1 . This task is relevant to many real-world applications including identifying brain activity in the brain connectivity networks, viruses in cyber-physical systems and clustered attributes in social networks.
This detection task is different from community detection in network science. Community detection aims to find one or several sets of nodes such that each set of nodes is densely connected internally and sparsely connected externally. Community detection only considers a graph structure. Here we consider the interaction between an attribute and its corresponding graph structure; that is, we aim to find one or several communities that are most related to a given attribute. For example, we want to identify whether users who are from Carnegie Mellon University form social communities on Facebook. The binary value "Is this user from Carnegie Mellon University?" is an attribute on Facebook and forms a binary graph signal. When this attribute leads to a community, we should find activated users form a social circle and the corresponding graph signal contains a structure-correlated activation; see Figure 1 .
We formulate hypothesis tests to decide if a given attribute activates a community with interfering by the Bernoulli noise. We propose two statistics: graph wavelet statistic and graph scan statistic. Similarly to detect transient changes in timeseries signals by using wavelet techniques, we design a graph wavelet statistic based on a Haar-like graph wavelet basis. Since the graph wavelet basis is preconstructed, the computational cost is linear with the number of nodes. We also formulate the generalized likelihood test and propose a graph scan statistic, The goal of community detection is to obtain (b) and the goal of this paper is to identify whether a given attribute is structurally correlated.
which can be efficiently solved by the standard graph-cut algorithm. The intuition behind the proposed statistics is to localize the underlying community, which is equivalent to denoise the given attribute based on the graph structure, and then compute the statistic values based on the denoised attribute. We test the proposed hypothesis tests on both simulated and real data. The experimental results validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed methods. In this paper, we only consider testing each individual attribute. When given multiple attributes, we can rank their correlation to structure based on the proposed statistics. However, the proposed statistics cannot deal with the correlations among attributes.
Contributions. The main contributions of the paper are as follows:
• A novel hypothesis testing framework for detecting structure-correlated graph signals with interfering by the Bernoulli noise; • A novel, effective, and scalable graph wavelet statistic to detect structure-correlated graph signals, and with analysis of detection error; • A novel, effective, and scalable graph scan statistic to detect structure-correlated graph signals, and with analysis of detection error; and • Validations on both simulated and real datasets and an application to rank attributes for community detection. Outline of the paper. Section II formulates the problem; Section III reviews the previous works; Section IV describes the proposed statistics: graph wavelet statistic and graph scan statistic; Section V validates the proposed methods on both simulated and real data; and Section VI concludes the paper and provides pointers to future directions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a weighted, undirected graph G = (V, E, A), where V = {v 1 , . . . , v N } is the set of nodes, E = {e 1 , . . . , e M } is the set of edges and A ∈ R N ×N is a weighted adjacency matrix 2 . The ith signal coefficient corresponds to node v i , and the edge weight A i,j between nodes v i and v j is a quantitative expression of the underlying relation between the ith and the jth signal coefficients, such as a similarity, a dependency, or a communication pattern. Let ∆ ∈ R |E|×|V| be the graph difference operator (the oriented incidence matrix of G), whose rows correspond to edges [25] , [26] . For example, if e i is an edge that connects the jth node to the kth node (j < k), the elements of the ith row of ∆ are
where A is the weighted adjacency matrix.
A graph signal is defined as the map on the graph nodes that assigns the signal coefficient x n ∈ R to the node v n . The graph signal can be written as a vector x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N T ∈ R N . Let S ⊆ V be a set of nodes. We can represent this set by using an indicator function, 1 S ∈ R N , where
That is, the signal coefficients are ones in the node set S and zeros in the complement node setS = V/S. We call the node set S is activated. When the node set S forms a connected subgraph, we call S a local set. In many applications, such as community detection, we want to find a node set S with a small number of connections between S andS. To quantify the cut cost, we use the p -norm based total variation. For a graph signal x ∈ R N , the p -norm based total variation is
The 0 -norm based total variation TV 0 (1 S ) counts the number of edges connecting S andS. The 1 -norm based total variation
I{i ∈ S, j ∈S} takes the edge weights into account. When edges are unweighted, the 0 -norm based total variation and the 1 -norm based total variation are the same. In general, a smaller total variation means that it is easier to separate the node set S fromS.
In the task of structure-correlated graph signal detection, we aim to identify whether a given graph signal has a structurecorrelated pattern. Mathematically, given a graph signal y, the general statistical testing formulation is:
where X is a predefined class of structure-correlated graph signals, f (·, ·) is a link function and 0 < , 0 < 1 are noise levels. The null hypothesis represents a scattered pattern and the alternative hypothesis represents a structure-correlation pattern. Two key factors about the formulation (2) are the noise model and the structure-correlation pattern. For example, the noise can follow Gaussian distribution or Bernoulli distribution and the structural correlation can be described by small cut costs or cliques [2] .
Let this test be a mapping T (y) = {0, 1}, where 1 indicates that we reject the null. It is imperative that we control both the probability of false alarm, and the false acceptance of the null. To this end, we define the risk to be
where E denotes the expectation. These terms are also known as the probability of type 1 and type 2 error respectively. We will say that H 0 and H 1 are asymptotically distinguished by a test T , if lim n→∞ R(T ) = 0. If such a test exists then H 0 and H 1 are asymptotically distinguishable, otherwise they are asymptotically indistinguishable.
Bernoulli noise model & Small cut pattern. In this paper, we are particularly concerned with a specific setting of (2):
Here, the link function follows from a Bernoulli noise model
where each element f (x, ) i is a Bernoulli random variable with mean (x + ) i and the class of structure-correlated graph signals is
controls the signal strength and ρ, p controls the cut cost of the activated node set. When 0 = + |C| (µ − ) /N , the signals under both null and alternative hypotheses have the same mean. When the total number of nodes N is much larger than the size of the activated region |C|, 0 and are close. In Section IV, we assume 0 = when analyzing the proposed statistics for simplicity. In Section V, we set 0 = + |C| (µ − ) /N when validating the proposed statistics in the experiments for fair comparison.
The motivation behind this setting is the community detection for attribute graphs [27] . For example, we want to identify whether users who are graduated from Carnegie Mellon University form social communities on Facebook. The binary value "Is a student from Carnegie Mellon University?" is an attribute on Facebook and forms a binary graph signal. When this attribute leads to a community, we should find a subgraph such that (1) most nodes are activated in the subgraph and few nodes are activated out of the subgraph; (2) the connection between this subgraph and its complement are weak. We describe a binary attribute by the Bernoulli noise model and the activated structure-correlated patterns by a class of graph signals that have small total-variations.
III. RELATED WORK
In classical signal processing, a piecewise-constant signal is locally constant over connected regions separated by lowerdimensional boundaries. It is often related to step functions, square waves and Haar basis and is widely used in image processing [28] . As the counterpart on graphs, the piecewiseconstant graph signals emphasize fast transitions (corresponding to boundaries) and localization on the vertex domain (corresponding to signals being nonzeros in a local neighborhood). The piecewise-constant graph signals have been used in many applications; for example, in community detection, community labels form a piecewise-constant graph signal for a social network; in semi-supervised learning, classification labels form a piecewise-constant graph signal for a graph constructed from the dataset. [11] proposes a local-set based graph dictionary and graph wavelet basis to sparsely represent any piecewiseconstant graph signal and explore the applications to epidemics processes and environmental change detection.
The detection problems in the current literature consider detecting a smooth graph signal and a piecewise-constant graph signal from a Gaussian noise by using graph-structured normal means test [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . For example, [33] detects a cluster in a lattice graph that exhibits a general unusual behavior with Gaussian noise; [34] constructs a generalized likelihood test to detect smooth graph signals; in [31] , the uniform spanning tree wavelet statistic is constructed to approximate epsilon scan statistic; and in [30] , [32] , the Lovasz extended scan statistic and spectral relaxation are considered as the relaxations of the combinatorial scan statistic. The uniform spanning tree wavelet statistic and the Lovasz extended scan statistic lay a foundation for this paper. In this paper, we focus on the piecewise-constant graph signal model and extend the noise model from the Gaussian model to the Bernoulli model.
As one of the most key topics in network science and graph mining, community detection aims to extract tightly connected subgraphs in the networks, which is also known as graph partitioning and graph clustering [35] , [36] , [37] . The traditional community detection algorithms focus only on the graph structure [38] , [39] . Some recent studies tried to combine the knowledge of both graph structure and node attributes [27] . Structure-correlated node attributes not only improve the accuracy in community detection, but also provide the interpretation for detected communities. However, many attributes may be irrelevant for any community, which will harm the accuracy in community detection. It is also computational inefficient to include a huge number of attributes in the training phase [40] . The paper is motivated to rank the attributes for the community detection.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In (3), we assume µ > . This implies that the average value under H 1 is larger than the average value under H 0 . A naive approach is then to use the average of the observation as the statistic. In this section, we propose two more sophisticated statistics that work better than this naive approach. The intuition behind the proposed statistics is that given the noisy observation y, we search for the activated node set C. If we can find such C, we reject the null, and vice versa.
A. Graph Wavelet Statistic
In classical signal processing, we detect transient changes in a time-series signal by projecting the signal on the wavelet basis [28] . When a coefficient in a high-frequency band is large, there exists a transient change. Similarly, we construct a Haar-like graph wavelet basis to detect the boundary of the activated node set. When the boundary exists, we reject the null hypothesis.
The construction of the graph wavelet basis is elaborated in [11] . The main idea is to recursively partition a local set into two disjoint child local sets with the similar size. Each partition generates a basis that spans the resulting two child local sets. We start from the entire node set V, which corresponds to the coarsest resolution of the graph vertex domain. In the end, each local set is either an individual node or an empty set, which corresponds to the finest resolution of the graph vertex domain; see Figure 2 for the illustration. We summarize the construction of the graph wavelet basis in Algorithm 1.
To ensure the detection property of the graph wavelet, we have three requirements for each partition. First, the two child local sets are disjoint; second, the union of two child local sets is the parent local set; third, the cardinalities of two child local sets are as close as possible. The first two requirements lead to the orthogonality of the graph wavelet basis and the third requirement promotes the sparsity for all graph signals with small 0 -norm based total variation. [11] introduces three algorithms satisfying the above three requirements. In general, any algorithm satisfying these three requirements can be adopted to generate a graph wavelet basis and the corresponding basis has similar detection performance from a statistical aspect.
Algorithm 1 Local-set-based Graph Wavelet Basis
Function initialize a stack of node sets S and a set of vectors
while the cardinality of the largest element of S is bigger than 1 pop up one element from S as S partition S into two disjoint connected sets
The proof of Lemmas 1 and 2 is shown in [11] . Lemma 1. (Orthogonality) Let W be the output of Algorithm 1. W is an orthonormal basis. That is,
Lemma 2. (Sparsity) Let W be the output of Algorithm 1 and L be the maximum level of the decomposition in Algorithm 1.
For all x ∈ R N , we have
Since the basis construction is ahead of obtaining any graph signal, the graph wavelet basis should work for arbitrary In each partition, we decompose a node set into two disjoint connected set and generate a basis vector to the wavelet basis. For example, in Partition 1, we partition the entire node set S 0,1 = {1, 2, 3, 4} into S 1,1 = {1, 2}, S 1,2 = {3, 4} and generate a wavelet basis vector
graph signals. The orthogonality property in Lemma 1 shows that the graph wavelet basis preserves all the information for any input graph signal. Lemma 2 shows that the maximum level of the decomposition is crucial to the worst case when sparsely representing a graph signal. When we partition each local set evenly, the maximum level of the decomposition is around log 2 N . Due to this, we need the third requirement as mentioned above.
We use the graph wavelet basis to detect the structurecorrelated patterns. The intuition behind is that, similarly to the classical wavelet basis in image processing, the graph wavelet basis is only activated by the boundaries in a graph signal. For a structure-correlated graph signal with a small 0 norm based total variation, the corresponding graph wavelet coefficients are sparse and the energy of the original graph signal concentrates in a few graph wavelet coefficients. However, for a noisy graph signal with a large 0 norm based total variation, the energy of the original graph signal spreads into all the graph wavelet coefficients.
Another way to think is that, each graph wavelet basis vector compares the absolute difference between the average values of the input graph signal in two local sets. For example,
is the difference of the average values of y in the node sets S 1 and S 2 . When one local set captures significantly larger average value than the other local set, it means that this local set detects the activated region. Because of the multiresolution construction, the graph wavelet basis searches the activated region with various sizes. Thus, the maximum value of the graph wavelet coefficient is an indicator to identify whether the original graph signal has a structurecorrelated pattern.
Mathematically, given an noisy observation y, the graph wavelet statistic is the maximum absolute value of the graph wavelet coefficients,
where
is W without the first constant column. When w is larger than some threshold, we detect the activated node set and reject the null hypothesis. To analyze the detection error, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Perform the following statistical test
We reject the null if w = W
Then, under H 0 , P{reject} ≤ δ, and under
See the proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix A. The main idea is to show that under the null hypothesis, each graph wavelet coefficient is a subgaussian random variable, which means that its statistical performance is similar to a gaussian random variable [41] ; and under the alternative hypothesis, the maximum value of the graph wavelet coefficients is large because the energy of the original graph signal concentrates in a few graph wavelet coefficients. The assumption (5) shows that the key to detect the activation is the difference between µ and . Such a difference is related to the properties of the ground-truth activated node set. When the size of the groundtruth activated node set is larger and the ground-truth activated node set has a small 0 -norm based total variation, it is easier for graph wavelet statistic to detect the activation. Corollary 1. H 0 and H 1 are asymptotically distinguishable by the graph wavelet statistic when
The computational bottleneck of constructing the graph wavelet basis is the graph partition algorithm. Let the computational cost of the graph partition algorithm be O(f (N )).
when a graph partition algorithm takes O(N log N ), the total construction costs O(N log 2 N ). Since the graph wavelet basis is constructed only based on the graph structure, the construction only computes once and works for any graph signal supported on this graph. The total computational cost to obtain the graph wavelet statistic only involves a matrix-vector multiplication and a search for the maximum value. The graph wavelet statistic is thus scalable to large-scale graphs.
B. Graph Scan Statistic
Previously, we construct a graph wavelet statistic to test if a given graph signal has a structure-correlated pattern. The graph wavelet statistic is efficient, but the construction of the graph wavelet basis is independent from the given graph signal. Now we aim to scan all feasible node sets based on the given graph signal. If we knew the true activated node set C ∈ C, an intuitive idea is to test the null hypothesis H 0 : x = 0 against the alternative H 1 : x = µ1 C by using the likelihood ratio test. Given the observation y, based on the Bernoulli noise model, the likelihood is
and the maximum likelihood estimator is µ = 1
The log likelihood ratio is
In practical, however, the true active node set C is unknown. In this case, we are concerned with the generalized likelihood ratio
When 1 T C y/|C| is much larger than the background randomness , the node set C is activated. We call g graph scan statistic. The intuition behind is the tradeoff between the size of the activated region and the average value in the activated region. When C fits the activated nodes in y, the average value is large; however, because of the cut cost constraint, C can only fit a few scattered nodes. The goal of the graph scan statistic is to search a node set with both large cardinality and large average value.
When g is larger than some threshold, we detect the activated node set and reject the null hypothesis. To analyze the detection error, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Perform the following statistical test
We reject the null if g > τ . Set
+ 2 log 2 + 2 log(1/δ) + log(2/δ) 2|C| ,
See the proof of Theorem 2 in Appendix B. The main idea is to show that under the null hypothesis, 1 T C (y − )/ |C| is a subgaussian random variable; and under the alternative hypothesis, the maximum likelihood estimator 1 T C y/|C| is close to µ with high probability. Similarly to the graph wavelet statistic, the assumption (7) shows that the key to detect the activation is related to the properties of the ground-truth activated node set. When the size of the ground-truth activated node set is larger and the ground-truth activated node set has a small 1 -norm based total variation, it is easier for graph scan statistic to detect the activation.
The advantages of graph scan statistic over graph wavelet statistic are: when a graph signal is given, graph scan statistic actively searches the activated node set, instead of using a preconstructed basis; and graph scan statistic takes care of the edge weights by using the 1 -norm based total variation. The 1 -norm based total variation is more general because when we only consider binary edge weights, the 1 -norm based total variation and the 0 -norm based total variation are the same.
Corollary 2. H
The sufficient condition is C ≥ O(max(ρ, log N ) log N ).
In the previous analysis, we use the global optimum of (6), g; however, we will show that this global optimum is hard to obtain because the optimization problem is not convex. To make the graph scan statistic practical, we consider two methods to compute the graph scan statistic. The first method obtains a local optimum of the original optimization problem and the second method obtains a global optimum of a relaxed optimization problem.
In the first method, we reformulate (6) and solve
where x is equivalent to 1 C and t is equivalent to |C|. Since is a small constant, for each t, we optimize over x to make x T y/t as far away from as possible, which is equivalent to maximize x T y within the feasible region 3 . We thus solve
subject to x ∈ {0, 1} N ,
The corresponding Lagrangian function is
The Lagrange dual function is
3 we implicitly assume that 1 T C y/|C| > .
For [36] , [42] . We then maximize h(η 1 , η 2 ) by using the simulation annealing and obtain x * t as the optimum of (9) . Finally, we optimize over t by evaluating each pair of t and x * t in the objective function (8) . Since x takes only binary values, the optimization problem (9) is not convex. However, because optimizing f (η 1 , η 2 ) is a standard graph-cut problem, even the local minimum provides descend results [42] and the computation is remarkably efficient. We call the solution local graph scan statistic because it is a local optimum of the original optimization problem (8) by using the graph cuts.
In the second method, we compute the graph scan statistic in a convex fashion by relaxing the original combinatorial optimization problem (8) as follows:
The only difference between (8) and (10) is that we relax the the feasible set of x from {0, 1} N to be a convex set [0, 1] N . We call r convex graph scan statistic. When r is larger than some threshold, we detect the activated node set and reject the null hypothesis. To analyze the property of the convex relaxation, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Perform the following statistical test
We reject the null if r > τ . Set
See the proof of Theorem 3 in Appendix C. The main idea is to show that under the null hypothesis, x T (y− )/ √ 1 T x is a subgaussian random variable; and under the alternative hypothesis, the maximum likelihood estimator 1 T C y/|C| is close to µ with high probability. Similarly to the graph wavelet statistic and the original graph scan statistic, the assumption (11) shows that the key to detect the activation is related to the properties of the ground-truth activated node set. 
To compute the convex graph scan statistic, for a given t, we solve
The objective function is linear, all the constraints are convex, so (12) can be easily solved by a convex optimization solver. We summarize the algorithms to compute the graph scan statistic by using two methods in Algorithm 2. In practice, the convex graph scan statistic outperforms the local graph scan statistic, but the local graph scan statistic is more appealing to deal with a large-scale graph.
Algorithm 2 Graph Scan Statistic
Input y input graph signal noise level Output x * activated local set Function For a given t, solve (8) by the graph cuts (local graph scan statistic) or solve (10) by the convex optimization solver (convex graph scan statistic) end search over t, return the largest t KL 
C. Discussions
Here we compare the proposed three statistics.
• From a statistical perspective, based on Corollaries 1, 2 and 3, when ρ > O(log N ), graph scan statistic and its convex relaxed version outperform by a factor of log N ; otherwise, graph scan statistic and its convex relaxed version outperform by a factor of ρ, they have equivalent performance. Recall that we assume the noise level in the null hypothesis 0 is equal to the noise level in the alternative hypothesis . Since the graph wavelet statistic focuses on the differences between the average values in two local sets, it still works when 0 and are not equal. Theoretically, the graph scan statistic needs the equality assumption, but empirically, it works well when 0 and are not equal, which will be shown in Section V.
• From a computational perspective, graph wavelet statistic is cheapest to compute. The local graph scan statistic is also efficient by using graph cuts to obtain a local minimum. The convex graph scan statistic costs the most.
• From the empirical performance, the convex graph scan statistic usually provides the best performance. Graph wavelet statistic provides slightly worse results. Because the graph cuts only provide a local solution, the computation of the local graph scan statistic is sensitive to the parameters and the initial conditions. 
(c) Graph wavelet statistic (small). (d) Graph wavelet statistic (big). (e) LGSS (small). (f) LGSS (big). (g) CGSS (small).
(h) CGSS (big). 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now evaluate the proposed detection methods on both simulated and real data. We generate simulated data to study how the parameters influence the detection performance. We find that the size of the ground-truth activated node set is crucial to the detection, which is consistent with Theorems 1, 2 and 3. Further, we apply the detection methods to air pollution detection and attribute ranking for community detection. The results show that the proposed methods are efficient and effective.
All experiments were performed under Matlab R2015a on a laptop with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory.
A. Simulation
We generate simulated data on the Minnesota road graph [43] and study how the parameters, including the signal strength µ, the noise level and the activation size |C|, influence the Under H 1 , the graph wavelet basis, graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic denoise the given attribute and localize the true community. Under H 0 , the graph wavelet basis, graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic cannot localize the true community. The denoising procedure is the key to the robustness.
detection performance. The Minnesota road graph is a standard dataset including 2642 nodes and 3304 undirected edges [43] . We generate two binary graph signals as follows: we randomly choose one node as a node center and assign all other nodes that are within k steps to the community center to an activated node set, where k varies from 6 to 12. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show these two binary graph signals, where the nodes in yellow indicates the activated nodes and the nodes in blue indicates the unactivated nodes. Using these two binary graph signals as templates, we then generate two classes of random graph signals: for attributes under H 1 , each node inside the activated region is activated with probability µ and each node outside the activated region is activated with probability . Both µ and vary from 0.05 to 0.95 with interval of 0.1. For each combination of µ and , we generate corresponding attributes under H 0 , the activation probability for each node is 0 = (µ|C| + (N − |C|))/N . We run 100 random tests to compute the statistics and quantify the performance by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) [44] .
To construct the graph wavelet basis, we compare three graph partition algorithms proposed in [11] . Since three algorithms provide similar performances, we only report the results given by the balanced partition in the maximum spanning tree [11] .
Figures 4 (c), (e) and (g) shows AUCs of the graph wavelet statistic, the local graph scan statistic (LGSS) and the convex graph scan statistic (CGSS) for the small activated region, where the step k = 6. For example, each block in Figure 4 (c) corresponds to the AUC of the graph wavelet statistic given a pair of µ and . A whiter block indicates a higher AUC and a better performance. Note that when µ is smaller than , we did not run the experiments and directly set the corresponding AUC to zero. We see that the graph wavelet statistic has a similar performance with the convex graph scan statistic and both outperform the local graph scan statistic. Figures 4 (d) , (f) and (h) shows AUCs of the graph wavelet statistic, the local graph scan statistic and the convex graph scan statistic for the big activated region, where the step k = 12. We see that the convex graph scan statistic perform the best and the graph wavelet statistic has a slightly better performance than the local graph scan statistic. Comparing the results from two activated regions, it is clear that the results from the big activated region are much better than those from the big activated region, which indicates that the size of the activated region is crucial to the detection performance.
To have a clearer understanding of how the proposed statistics work, we set the signal strength µ = 0.35 and the noise level = 0.15. Figures 3 (b) and (c) show the attribute under H 1 and H 0 given the ground-truth activated region in Figure 3 (a). When we compare the attributes under H 1 and H 0 , it is clear that distinguishing H 1 from H 0 is not trivial.
The reason why graph wavelet basis, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic work is because they carefully study the interaction between noisy attribute and the graph structure, localize the true activated region and then compute the statistic value. Figures 3 (d) , (f) and (h) compare the activated regions detected by graph wavelet basis, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic under H 1 . The graph wavelet basis compares the average values between the nodes in yellow and the nodes in blue. When the difference is large, the activated region is detected. Ideally, we want all the nodes in blue are activated and all the nodes in yellow are inactivated. Considering the graph wavelet basis is designed before obtaining any data, it captures the activated region fairly well. As expected, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic perform similarly and capture the activated region well. We also show the noisy attribute and the activated regions detected by graph wavelet basis, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic under H 0 in Figures 3 (c) , (e), (g) and (i). The graph wavelet basis, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic cannot detect regions that are close to the true activated region from the pure noisy attribute.
Attribute under H 0
Attribute under H 1 Figure 3 (b) Figure 3 ( Figure 3 . Table I shows some facts about the data in Figure 3 , including the number of activated noise, modularity, the number of cuts, graph wavelet statistic, graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic. Modularity is a popular metric to measure the strength of communities [2] . Networks with high modularity have dense connections within communities but sparse connections in different communities. Mathematically, the modularity of the kth keyword is
where d i is the degree of the ith node, m = i d i is the total number of edges, and (1 C k ) i = 1 when the ith author uses the kth keyword; otherwise, (1 C k ) i = 0. A large modularity means the activated nodes are strongly connected. Graph cuts measure the cost to separate a community from the other nodes. Mathematically, the number of cuts of the kth keyword is
A small cut cost means that the activated nodes are easily separated from the inactivated nodes. From Table I , we see that attributes under H 0 and H 1 contain similar number of activated nodes. The modularity under H 1 is smaller than the modularity under H 0 , indicating the activated nodes under H 0 have stronger internal connections. The number of cuts under H 1 is smaller than the number of cuts under H 0 , indicating the activated nodes under H 0 are easier to be separated from the inactivated nodes. It is clear both modularity and the the number of cuts fail when the noise level is high. On the other hand, the graph wavelet statistic, local graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic under H 1 are much higher than those under H 0 , indicating these three proposed statistics succeed even when the noise level is high. The reason why the proposed statistics are more robust is because they localize the true activated region first, which is equivalent to denoise the attribute based on the graph structure. Based on the denoised attribute, we compute the statistic values and the results are more robust.
In terms of the computational complexity, for each random test, it takes around 30 seconds to construct the graph wavelet basis, around 0.01 seconds to calculate the graph wavelet statistic, around 5 seconds to calculate the local graph scan statistic, around 10 seconds to calculate the convex graph scan statistic. Overall, the proposed statistics provide efficient and effective performances.
B. High Air Pollution Detection
Nowadays, countless sensors distributed all around the world are monitoring the environmental change because it is crucial to take care of the environment around our lives. Here we study the air quality and are particularity interested in the particle pollution as indicated by PM 2.5. Fine particles (PM 2.5) are 2.5 micrometers in diameter or smaller, and can only be seen with an electron microscope. These tiny particles are produced from all types of combustion, including motor vehicles, power plants, residential wood burning, forest fires, agricultural burning, and some industrial processes. High PM 2.5 causes an increasing mortality rate of patients suffering heart and lung diseases [45] . We are motivated to provide an efficient and effective approach to detect high PM 2.5 regions, which can offer suggestion to the authorities.
The related data are collected from [46] . Figure 5 (a) shows the daily distribution of PM 2.5 on July 1st, 2014 in mainland U.S. The dataset includes 756 operating sensors, which record the daily average at various locations. We construct a 10-nearest neighbor graph where each sensor is a node and connects to 10 neighboring sensors. In Figure 5 (b) , the sensors whose measurements are above 15 are marked in yellow, which are relatively high-pollution cities. We see that the high-pollution cities seems to concentrate in the middle-east part of the U.S. To verify if these high-pollution cities are clustered together, we perform the graph wavelet statistic, graph scan statistic and convex graph scan statistic on this data. To make a comparison, we also simulate 20 graph signal that have the same number of high-pollution cities, but are scattered across the U.S. Figures 5 (e), (f) and (g) show the statistic values. The black curve corresponds to the real data in Figure 5 (b) and the blue curve corresponds to the 20 simulated graph signals. We see that the statistic values of the real data are always much larger than those of the scattered simulated graph signals for all the three statistics, which means that it is easy to reject the null hypothesis and confirm that the high-pollution cities in Figure 5 (b) form a local cluster. Figures 5 (c) and (d) show the activated regions detected by the graph scan statistic and the convex graph scan statistic, respectively. We see that these two detected activated regions are similar and confirm that the middle-east region has a relatively high pollution.
We did the same experiments for the data collected in December 1st as shown in Figure 6 (a). The dataset includes 837 operating sensors (the operating sensors are different every day) and we still construct a 10-nearest neighbor graph. We see that the high-pollution cities are more scattered, but some of them seems to cluster in the northwestern corner. Figures 6 (e) , (f) and (g) show that statistic values of the real data are still larger than those of the scattered simulated graph signals for all the three statistics, which confirm that the high-pollution cities cluster together. Again, the two detected activated regions in 
C. Ranking Attributes for Community Detection
As discussed in Section III, relevant node attributes improve the accuracy in community detection and interpret the detected communities, but irrelevant attributes may harm the accuracy and cause computational inefficient. Here we aim to use the proposed statistics to find the most useful attributes to benefit the community detection.
We use the IEEE Xplore database to find working collaborations between scholars. The raw files were download from [47] . We first construct three bipartite networks: a network of papers and journals, a network of papers and authors, and a network of papers and keywords (keywords are automatically assigned by IEEE terms). We focus on papers in 10 We project the bipartite network of papers and authors onto the authors to create a coauthorship network where two authors are connected when they coauthor at least four papers. We keep the largest connected component of the coauthorship network. We project the network of papers and journals and a network of papers and authors onto the authors in the the largest connected component to create the author-journal matrix, where rows denote authors and columns denote journals. We project the network of papers and keywords and a network of papers and authors onto the authors the largest connected component to create the author-keyword matrix, where rows denote authors and columns denote keywords.
The entire dataset includes the coauthorship network with 7, 330 authors and 108, 719 coauthorships, the author-journal matrix with 10 journals, and the author-keyword matrix with 3, 596 keywords. Ten journals correspond to ten groundtruth communities: when authors publish at least ten papers in a same journal, we assign them into a community. For example, authors who publish at least ten papers in IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing form the signal processing community. In this community, some keywords are frequently used, such as 'filtering', 'Fourier transform' and 'wavelets'. By using those useful keywords, the quality of community detection can be improved.
The goal is to rank all the keywords based on their contribution to community detection. Here we consider four ranking methods: graph wavelet statistic based ranking, local graph scan statistic based ranking, modularity-based ranking and cut-based ranking. Here we did not use the convex graph scan statistic due to the computational complexity. For the first two ranking methods, we compute the statistical value and rank the keywords according to the statistical value in a descending order. This is because a larger statistic means a larger probability that this keyword forms a community. For the modularity-based ranking, we compute the modularity of each keyword and rank the keywords according to modularity in a descending order. For the cut-based ranking, we compute the number of cuts of each keyword and rank the keywords according to the number of cuts in a ascending order. Table II lists the top 10 most important keywords that potentially form the communities provided by modularitybased ranking, cut-based ranking, graph wavelet statistic based ranking and local graph scan statistic based ranking. To quantify the real community detection power of keywords, we compare each keyword to the ground-truth community and compute the correspondence by using the average F1 score, which is suggested in [39] , [27] . Mathematically, let C * be a set of the ground-truth communities and C be a set of the activated node sets provided by the node attributes. Each node set C i ∈ C collects the nodes that have the same attribute. The average F1 score is
where the best matching g and g is defined as follows:
with F 1(C i , C j ) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. A large average F1 score means that the keyword matches a community well. We compute the average F1 score of each keyword and rank the keywords according to the average F1 scores in a descending order, which is the ground-truth ranking. We compare the four estimated rankings with the ground-truth ranking by using the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient [48] . The Spearman correlation coefficient is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the ranked variables:
where p i − q i is the difference between two rankings. The Spearman correlation coefficients of modularity-based ranking, cut-based ranking, graph wavelet statistic based ranking and local graph scan statistic based ranking are shown in Figure 7 . We see that graph wavelet statistic and local graph scan statistic outperform the other methods. Cut-based ranking performs bad because it may rank infrequent keywords higher. To normalize this factor, we also consider the average modularity, which is the modularity divides the number of activated authors, and the average cuts, which are the number of cuts divides the number of activated authors. We see that average cuts perform much better than the total cuts. Figure 8 compares the average F1 scores as a function of individual keywords ordered by the six ranking methods. The A larger Spearman's rank correlation coefficient means higher correlation to the ground-truth ranking.
x-axis is the ranking provided by the proposed ranking methods and the y-axis is the average F1 score of the corresponding keyword. For example, local graph scan statistic ranks 'Maximum likelihood detection' in the first place, we then put the corresponding average F1 score as the first element in the red curve (most left). We expect that the curve goes down as the rank grows because a good ranking method ranks the important keywords higher. We also use cluster affiliation model for big networks (BIGCLAM, shown in black), a largescale community detection algorithm to provide a baseline [39] . We see that local graph scan statistic is slightly better than graph wavelet statistic and both of them outperform the other methods, which is consistent to the results given by the Spearman correlation coefficients in Figure 7 . Surprisingly, using high ranking keywords to detect communities works even better than BIGCLAM. The reason may be that in this coauthorship network, the keywords are informative and strongly related to the journals, which are the ground-truth communities. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focus on the task of detecting structurecorrelated attributes on a graph when observations are corrupted by noise. We formulate hypothesis tests to decide if the observations activate a community in a graph with interfering by the Bernoulli noise. We model the observations as a binary graph signal: when the signal coefficient is one, we call that the corresponding node is activated; when the activated nodes form a cluster, we call that the graph signal contains a structurecorrelated activation. We propose two statistics for testing: graph wavelet statistic and graph scan statistic. Both are shown to be efficient and statistically effective to detect activations. The intuition behind is to localize the underlying community first, which is equivalent to denoise the given attribute based on the graph structure. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 show that the key to distinguish the activation is the difference between the signal strength and the noise level. Specifically, when the size of the ground-truth activated node set is larger and the groundtruth activated node set is easier to be separated from the other nodes, it is less difficult to detect the activation.
We then test the proposed methods on simulated data to validates the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed methods. The experimental results match the theorems well. We further apply the proposed method to two real-world applications: high air pollution detection and attribute ranking. The experimental results show the proposed statistics are effective and efficient.
Denote α The last inequality follows from (12) . Finally, with probability at least (1 − δ) 4 ,
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Under H 0 , the observation is y = Bernoulli( 1 V ). Let C = {C : TV 1 (1 C ) ≤ ρ}. In the the last step, we only consider one side of the distribution. We can evaluate both sides and take the maximum, but this is nearly the same. By using the Hoeffding inequality, we can show that 1 T C (y − )/ |C| is a 1/2-subgaussian random variable. Similarly to Theorem 5 in [32] , we can show that with probability 1 − δ, Theorem 5 [32] is concerned with a Gaussian variable and here we are concerned with a subgaussian variable. Thus, under the null hypothesis H 0 , with probability 1 − δ, g ≤ 8 √ ρ + 1 2 log N 2 log(N − 1) + 2 log 2 + 2 log(1/δ)
2
.
Under H 1 , the observation is y = Bernoulli(µ1 C + 1C).
Following from the Hoeffding inequality, with probability 1−δ,
log(2/δ). 
C. Proof of Theorem 3
Under H 0 , the observation is y = Bernoulli( 1 V ). Let X t = {x : x ∈ [0, 1] N , TV 1 (x) ≤ ρ, 1 T x ≤ t.}. 
where the second inequality follows from that 1 T x ≤ t and in the the last step, we only consider one side of the distribution. We can evaluate both sides and take the maximum, but this is nearly the same. Proof. 
